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Abstract

We present a demonstration of delensing the observed cosmic microwave background (CMB) B-mode polarization
anisotropy. This process of reducing the gravitational-lensing-generated B-mode component will become
increasingly important for improving searches for the B modes produced by primordial gravitational waves. In this
work, we delens B-mode maps constructed from multi-frequency SPTpol observations of a 90 deg2 patch of sky by
subtracting a B-mode template constructed from two inputs: SPTpol E-mode maps and a lensing potential map
estimated from the Herschel 500 μm map of the cosmic infrared background. We find that our delensing procedure
reduces the measured B-mode power spectrum by 28% in the multipole range < <ℓ300 2300; this is shown to be
consistent with expectations from simulations and to be robust against systematics. The null hypothesis of no
delensing is rejected at s6.9 . Furthermore, we build and use a suite of realistic simulations to study the general
properties of the delensing process and find that the delensing efficiency achieved in this work is limited primarily
by the noise in the lensing potential map. We demonstrate the importance of including realistic experimental non-
idealities in the delensing forecasts used to inform instrument and survey-strategy planning of upcoming lower-
noise experiments, such as CMB-S4.
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1. Introduction

Over the last two decades, measurements of cosmic
microwave background (CMB) anisotropy have played a
critical role in establishing ΛCDM as the standard model of
cosmology (see Hu & Dodelson 2002 for a review).
Increasingly precise measurements of the CMB allow us to
test ΛCDM with exquisite precision, and probe extensions to
this model. In particular, the CMB provides a unique window
into the physics of the very early universe.

In the standard cosmological paradigm, the universe under-
went a period of near-exponential expansion in its early phase;
this period is called “cosmic inflation.” Inflation generically
predicts a stochastic background of gravitational waves (see
e.g., Kamionkowski & Kovetz 2016 for a review). These
primordial gravitational waves (PGWs) imprint a unique
signature on the polarized anisotropies of the CMB. CMB
polarization fields can be decomposed into even-parity
(divergence) and odd-parity (curl) components, referred to as
“E” and “B” modes, respectively, by analogy to the otherwise
unrelated properties of electric and magnetic vector fields. In
ΛCDM, the PGW background is the only source of B-mode
polarization at the epoch of recombination. The amplitude of
this primordial B-mode component is parameterized by the
ratio of the amplitudes of the primordial tensor and scalar
spectra, r, and in most of the inflationary models it is directly
related to the energy scale of inflation. Measuring r from CMB
B modes provides the cleanest known observational window
onto the PGW background. While the latter has not been
detected, a variety of arguments predict  -r 10 3, which
should be observable in the near future (Kamionkowski &
Kovetz 2016). Therefore, measuring r is a major objective of
current and future CMB experiments.

However, the observed B modes are not solely due to PGWs.
As CMB photons travel to Earth from the last-scattering surface,
their paths are deflected by gravitational interactions with large-
scale structure (LSS) in the universe, a process known as
“gravitational lensing.” Lensing shears the CMB polarization
pattern, producing “lensing B modes” from CMB E modes
(Zaldarriaga & Seljak 1998). Lensing B modes were first
detected with SPTpol in cross-correlation with LSS (Hanson
et al. 2013) and several subsequent detections have been made
(POLARBEAR Collaboration 2014b; van Engelen et al. 2015;
Planck Collaboration et al. 2016b). The (lensing) B-mode
auto-spectrum has also now been detected (POLARBEAR
Collaboration 2014a; BICEP2 Collaboration 2014; Keisler
et al. 2015).

While these lensing B modes provide valuable information
about LSS (e.g., Smith et al. 2009), they also contaminate
searches for the PGW background. Indeed, current searches for
the PGW background are already limited by the contamination
from lensing B modes because instrument noise is below the
lensing B mode rms fluctuations (Keck Array & BICEP2
Collaborations et al. 2016). A simple way to deal with this is to
fit a B-mode power spectrum measurement to a model that
includes both components from lensing and primordial tensor
modes. However this method is sub-optimal because the multi-
component fit is subject to the sample variance of the lensing B
modes. Instead, the specific realization of lensing B modes on
the sky can be characterized and removed in a process called
“delensing,” thus significantly improving constraints on r.
While delensing has been studied at a theoretical level for many
years (Kesden et al. 2002; Knox & Song 2002; Seljak & Hirata

2004; Smith et al. 2012; Sherwin & Schmittfull 2015; Simard
et al. 2015), it has only recently been performed on CMB data
(Larsen et al. 2016; Carron et al. 2017).
In this paper, we delens a measurement of the CMB B-mode

power spectrum using 90 deg2 of SPTpol data. We build a
template of the lensing B modes on the sky from the SPTpol
E-mode map and an estimate of the CMB lensing potential
constructed from a Herschel 500 μm map of the cosmic
infrared background (CIB). This B-mode template is subtracted
from the measured SPTpol B-mode maps, and the resulting
maps are used to calculate the delensed power spectrum.
In parallel, we have developed a suite of realistic simulations

that incorporate sky components, instrumental and data-
processing effects, and instrumental noise. These simulations
allow us to interpret our results and to test their robustness
against possible systematic effects in the data or in the
assumptions required to construct a B-mode template. Further-
more, we use these simulations to investigate the factors that
affect the efficiency of the delensing procedure.
During the final stage of preparing this paper for publication,

we became aware of Carron et al. (2017) in which the authors
also delens B-mode polarization maps. Our work differs from
that of Carron et al. (2017) in the delensing methodology:
whereas those authors use a displacement field estimated from
the internally measured CMB lensing potential to undo the
lensing-induced deflection in CMB temperature and polariza-
tion maps, we form a B-mode template from maps of E modes
and the CIB-estimated CMB lensing potential, and then
subtract this template from measured B-mode maps. In
addition, our work investigates non-ideal experimental effects
in the input maps that degrade the delensing efficiency.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly

introduces the theoretical framework, Section 3 describes the
instrument, observations, and data products used in the
analysis, Section 4 explains the analysis process, and
Section 5 describes the suite of simulations. The main results
are presented in Section 6 and systematics, null, and
consistency tests are shown in Section 7. A study of delensing
efficiency is presented in Section 8. We conclude in Section 9.

2. Lensing B Modes and Our Approach to Delensing

On their way from the last-scattering surface to us, CMB
photons are gravitationally deflected by the LSS of the
universe. This leads to a remapping of the observed CMB
fields as:

= +( ˆ) ( ˆ ) ( )n n dX X ; 1unlensed

where X can be either the temperature field T or one of the two
polarization Stokes parameters Q and U, and d is the lensing
deflection field, which is given by the gradient of the lensing
potential f= ( ˆ) ( ˆ)d n n . The 2D potential f is a weighted
integral of the 3D gravitational potential along the line of sight and
has contributions from a broad range of redshifts that peaks at
~z 2 (see, e.g., Figure 1 of Planck Collaboration et al. 2014b).
The CMB polarization fields can be conveniently described

in terms of even-parity E modes and odd-parity B modes.
Lensing deflections shear E modes, producing a B-mode
lensing component. In the flat-sky approximation,36 this

36 In this paper, we use the flat-sky approximation to relate multipole number
ℓ to u, the Fourier conjugate of the Cartesian angle on a small patch of sky, as

p=ℓ u2 and p= ∣ ∣uℓ 2 .
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lensing component is given to first order in f by:
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where j ¢ℓ ℓ, is the angle between the two vectors ℓ and ¢ℓ .
Lensing B modes obscure PGW B modes, thus it is important

to model and remove the lensing B-mode component. We do
this by building a template of the lensing B modes in the
observed patch from Ē , a filtered E-mode map, and f̂ ( )ℓ , an
estimated map of the lensing potential. To first order in f, we
can optimally estimate the lensing B modes as:
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Both ¯ ( )ℓE and f̂ ( )ℓ are filtered: the E-map filtering described in
Section 4.3 is a Wiener filter of the (noisy) E-map, EN. This
filter can be approximated as
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when the signal and noise are isotropic in 2D Fourier space.
Here Cℓ

EE and Nℓ
EE are the theoretical 1D E-mode signal and

noise power spectra, respectively.
In this analysis, we estimate f from a map of the CIB. The

CIB has contributions out to high redshift and thus traces the
CMB lensing potential quite well (Song et al. 2003; Holder
et al. 2013; Planck Collaboration et al. 2014b). For now, the
CIB provides a higher signal-to-noise estimate of the lensing
potential than reconstructing f directly from the CMB
(Sherwin & Schmittfull 2015), though with improved data,
CMB reconstructions will ultimately provide the best maps of
the CMB lensing potential. The estimate of the projected
potential is also filtered. A filtered estimate of the lensing
potential is obtained from a CIB map ( )ℓI CIB as

f =
f-
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where f-Cl
CIB is the cross-spectrum of the CIB and f, and

-Cl
CIB CIB is the auto-spectrum of the CIB (see Section 3.2 for

details about the specific filters applied in this work). The filters
from Equations (5) and (6) formally minimize the residual
lensing B modes (Sherwin & Schmittfull 2015).

We delens our B-mode maps by subtracting this estimate
ˆ ( )ℓBlens from the measured B-mode maps. If these contained
only the lensed noisy E-mode signal, then the residual map, the
delensed B-mode map, would be
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Using the approximations of Equations (5) and (6), the residual
lensing B-mode power becomes (Sherwin & Schmittfull 2015):
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where the CIB–f correlation coefficient is given by

r =
f

ff

-

-
( )

C
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ℓ
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CIB CIB

Theoretically, this produces the delensed B-mode map with the
minimum possible variance (Sherwin & Schmittfull 2015).
Figure 1 shows rℓ for the assumed model detailed in
Section 3.2.

3. Data

3.1. CMB Data: The SPTpol Instrument and Observations

The South Pole Telescope (SPT) is a 10 m diameter
telescope located at the Amundsen–Scott South Pole Station
in Antarctica (Padin et al. 2008; Carlstrom et al. 2011). During
the austral summer of 2011–2012, the polarization-sensitive
SPTpol receiver was installed on the SPT. SPTpol contains
1536 transition-edge sensor bolometers: 1176 detectors at
150 GHz and 360 detectors at 95 GHz. For details of the
receiver, see Crites et al. (2015) (hereafter C15) and references
therein.
From 2012 April to October and in 2013 April, SPTpol was

used to observe a 100 deg2 patch of sky centered at R.A.
23h30m and decl. −55°. We refer to this field as the SPTpol
“100d” field to distinguish it from the 500deg2 survey field,
for which observations began in 2013 May. The 100d field
spans from 23 to 0 hr in R.A. and from −50° to −60° in decl.
The data collected from this field have been used to make the

Figure 1. Correlation coefficient r =
f

ff

-

-ℓ
C

C C

ℓ

ℓ ℓ

CIB

CIB CIB
between the lensing

potential f and the CIB. The model used to compute this is described in
Section 3.2. Depending on the angular scale, we expect 45%–65% of the CIB
to be correlated with f. Almost all angular scales below <ℓ 1000 in f (with a
relative weight gradually decreasing at high ℓ) are responsible for generating
lensing B-modes in the range considered in this work (see Figure 2 in Simard
et al. 2015).
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first detection of CMB B modes (Hanson et al. 2013,
hereafter H13), measure the temperature and E-mode aniso-
tropy power spectrum (C15), measure the B-mode anisotropy
power spectrum (Keisler et al. 2015, hereafter K15), and measure
the CMB lensing potential (Story et al. 2015, hereafter S15).
Details of these observations can be found in those references; we
summarize the salient parts here.

The field was observed by scanning the telescope back and
forth once in azimuth at a fixed elevation, followed by a small
step in elevation. This scan pattern was repeated until the full
extent of the field in decl. was covered. The field was observed
using a “lead-trail” strategy in which half of the extent in R.A.
is observed first and then the second half is observed so that
during the observation the telescope covers an identical range
in azimuth; see C15 or K15 for details.

We refer to a pass of the telescope from one side of the field
to the other as a “scan,” and to one set of scans covering the
complete field as an “observation.” This analysis uses the same
set of ∼6000 observations as K15, which corresponds to
roughly 6000 hr of observation.

3.2. Herschel Cosmic Infrared Background

In this work, the CMB lensing potential is estimated from
maps of the CIB. We use CIB maps obtained with the SPIRE
instrument (Griffin et al. 2010) on board the Herschel Space
Observatory (Pilbratt et al. 2010). These maps are presented in
more detail in H13, and have 90 deg2 of overlap with the 100d
field (see Section 4.2).

We estimate the CMB lensing potential f̂CIB
from the

Herschel 500 μm map since it has the best overlap with the
CMB lensing kernel of the three SPIRE bands (Holder et al.
2013). The raw 500 μm Herschel map is apodized and Fourier-
transformed, then all the modes ℓ 150 are removed to avoid
Galactic dust contamination. We then apply the Wiener filter of
Equation (6). Following Addison et al. (2012), we model the
CIB power as =- - -( )C l3500 3000 Jy srℓ

CIB CIB 1.25 2 1. We test
that this model provides an accurate fit for the power of the
Herschel 500 μm map used in this work. For the cross-
spectrum f-Cℓ

CIB , we use the single-SED model of Hall et al.
(2010). This places the peak of the CIB emissivity at redshift
zc=2 with a broad redshift kernel of width s = 2z . This model
is rescaled to agree with the results of Holder et al. (2013) and
Planck Collaboration et al. (2014b) by choosing the corresponding
linear bias parameter. Other multi-frequency CIB models are
available (e.g., Béthermin et al. 2013); however, given the level of
noise, we are relatively insensitive to this choice. With these
assumptions, depending on angular scale, 45%–65% of the CIB is
correlated with the CMB lensing potential, as shown in Figure 1.

We show in Section 7.1 that the delensing efficiency is
robust against reasonable changes in the assumed f–CIB
correlation. In Section 8, we explore how much the delensing
efficiency improves with a higher CIB–f correlation.

4. Data Processing

This analysis requires two related data-processing pipelines
to process time-ordered telescope data into maps: the first
pipeline produces the B-mode maps that are used to calculate
the B-mode power spectrum, while the second pipeline

produces E-mode maps that are then combined with the
lensing field f̂CIB

to form the lensing B-mode template. This
section first describes a common pipeline to produce temper-
ature (T) and polarization maps (Q, U) from bolometer data,
followed by separate sections describing the two pipelines
producing the B-mode maps and the lensing B-mode template.
We conclude by briefly describing how we compute the final
power spectrum from these maps.

4.1. Bolometer Data to Maps

This section describes how time-ordered data are processed
into T, Q, and U maps up to where the two pipelines diverge.
The data and processing described in this section are identical
to those of K15. The process is summarized here (see C15 and
K15 for details).
Time-ordered data from individual bolometers are filtered by

removing a first-order polynomial (mean and slope) and a set of
low-order Fourier modes from each scan. Because scans lie at
constant decl., this filtering acts as a high-pass filter in the
direction of R.A. with an effective cutoff of ~ℓ 100x . We mask
all sources with flux above 50 mJy during filtering to avoid
filtering artifacts. Contamination in the time-ordered data from
the frequency of the pulse tube cooler is removed with a
Fourier-domain notch filter.
As in K15, we calibrate bolometer timestreams relative to

each other using a combination of observations of an internal
chopped blackbody source and of the galactic H II region
RCW38. We measure the polarization angle and efficiency of
each detector from observations of a far-field chopped thermal
source behind a rotating wire grid. We flag and remove data
from individual bolometers on a per-scan and a per-observation
basis based on poor noise performance, discontinuities in the
data, and unusual response to the calibrator observations.
The filtered, calibrated bolometer data are then combined

and binned into T, Q, and U maps according to the process
described in K15. Maps are made using the oblique Lambert
azimuthal equal-area projection with 1 arcmin pixels. The maps
are in units of mKCMB, corresponding to the temperature
variations in a 2.73 K blackbody that would produce the
observed variations in intensity.
The absolute calibration of these maps is obtained by the

process described in C15, in which we calculate the cross-
power spectrum between the 150 GHz maps used here and the
150 GHz SPT-SZ maps of the same field, which were in turn
calibrated by comparing the temperature power spectrum
reported in Story et al. (2013) to the Planck Collaboration
et al. (2014a) temperature power spectrum. The calibration
uncertainty resulting from this process is 1.3% in temperature
for both the 150 and 95 GHz maps and is almost 100%
correlated between these frequencies. The absolute polarization
calibration is calculated by comparing the EE spectrum
measured in K15 to the EE spectrum from the best-fit ΛCDM
model for the PLIKHM_TT_LOWTEB_LENSING constraint
from Planck Collaboration et al. (2016c).
This processing results in a T, Q, and U map for each

observation of the field. We use the 95 and 150 GHz maps from
the K15 analysis, for which the effective white noise levels are
approximately 17 and 9μK arcmin in polarization.

4
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4.2. B-mode Map Pipeline

This section describes how we derive B-mode maps from the
T, Q, and U maps. These will be the maps denoted as Bmeas in
Equation (7). This pipeline is identical to the approach in K15,
except the Herschel sky coverage is incorporated into the
apodization mask.

The single-observation maps from the previous section are
combined into 41 sets of maps with relatively uniform map
coverage which we refer to as “bundles”; we use the same
bundle definitions as K15. The B-mode power spectrum
described in Section 4.4 is calculated from the cross-spectrum
between these bundles in order to avoid noise bias (Polenta
et al. 2005; Tristram et al. 2005).

The maps are apodized to down-weight high-noise regions
near the edges of the maps and restrict the data to the sky
covered by the CIB data. The valid-data region is the
intersection of the non-zero regions of the K15 apodization
mask and the CIB mask. This valid-data region is apodized
using a Gaussian smoothing kernel with s = ¢10 (the same
process used by K15). This apodization mask has an effective
area of ∼90 deg2–11% smaller than the K15 analysis.

We perform two map-space cleaning steps. First, to reduce
contamination from emissive point sources, we interpolate over
all sources with unpolarized flux >S 50150 mJy. Second, the
maps are filtered to reduce the effects of scan-synchronous
signals exactly as described in K15.

Taking the Fourier transform of each bundle, a harmonic-
space Bℓ map is constructed from the corresponding { }Q U,
map pair using the cB method described in Smith & Zaldarriaga
(2007). These Bℓ map bundles form the input to the cross-
spectrum analysis described below in Section 4.4.

4.3. B-template Map Pipeline

This section describes how we use the maps from
Section 4.1 to produce a lensing B-mode template. This
processing has many similarities to the pipeline used in S15;
we refer the reader to S15 for additional details.

The maps from 4.1 are first coadded into a single T, Q, and U
map set (i.e., not split into bundles). The T, Q, and U maps are

masked with a binary mask which is the intersection of the
valid-data region (described in Section 4.2) with the source
mask from S15 (described in Section 2 of S15). Next we
calculate the harmonic space filtered Eℓ map using the filtering
process described in Section 3.1 of S15; see that reference for
details. This process is essentially a “matched filter” designed
to maximize the expected signal-to-noise of CMB modes in 2D
Fourier space, and it approaches the simple form of
Equation (5) in ideal conditions. This process produces a
filtered harmonic-space map Ēℓ. Note, we use only the
150 GHz E-mode data to form the B template.
The lensing B-mode template B̂lens

is formed from Ēℓ and

f̂ℓ
CIB

using Equation (4); these three maps are shown in Figure 2.

It is important to note that, since the input fields Ēℓ and f̂
CIB

are filtered, B̂lens
is a filtered estimate of the lensing B modes in

this patch of sky. The goal of delensing is to minimize the
variance of the residual lensing B modes after delensing. The
filtered B template accomplishes this goal at the cost of not
recovering all of the lensing power. In other words, B̂lens

does
not have unit-response to lensing B modes. This can be seen in
Figure 4, where none of the simulated B template auto-spectra
recover the full input lensing power. If this filtering were not
applied, B̂lens

would be noise-dominated and would signifi-
cantly increase the variance of the delensed power spectrum
relative to the nominal spectrum,37 in our case by almost an
order of magnitude.

4.4. Power Spectrum Analysis

With B-mode maps (from Section 4.2) and the B-mode
template B̂lens (from Section 4.3) in hand, we proceed to
calculate the nominal and delensed B-mode power spectra Cℓ

BB.
We refer to the power in each bin in ℓ as a “bandpower.”
The power spectrum is calculated using the K15 analysis

pipeline, which implements a “pseudo-Cl” cross-spectrum
method (Hivon et al. 2002). The harmonic-space B-map

Figure 2.Maps used for delensing the data. The filtered E-mode map Ē150 (left) is combined with a tracer of the CMB lensing potential obtained from filtering the CIB

f̂CIB (center) in Fourier space to obtain a template of the lensing B modes B̂lens (right). This template is then subtracted from the B-mode data.

37 Nominal here and throughout the paper refers to the normal power
spectrum, without any delensing.
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bundles are passed through a number of steps: convolutional
cleaning, calculating the cross-spectrum between all bundle
pairs, applying a 2D Wiener filter, averaging and binning into
a 1D spectrum, subtracting an additive bias, and applying a
multiplicative bias correction. This process produces three
sets of bandpowers: 95 and 150 GHz auto-spectra, and a

´95 150 GHz cross-spectrum. We also use the inverse-
variance-weighted combination of these three sets of band-
powers, referred to as the “spectrally combined” bandpowers.
Because we use the same pipeline as K15, we refer the reader
to that paper for details. The delensing process differs only in
that the B-mode template B̂lens

is subtracted from each bundle
of B maps before calculating the cross-spectra.

Modes in the B-map bundles have been suppressed by the
filter transfer function, while the modes in B̂lens

are not equally
suppressed. Subtracting B̂lens

directly from the B-map bundles
would over-subtract modes reduced by filtering and add power
to the final delensed power spectrum. To account for this, we
multiply B̂lens

by the 2D filter transfer function estimated from
simulations, then subtract this “biased” version of B̂lens

from
the B-map bundles. The multiplicative bias correction then
accounts for these suppressed modes.

In order to quantify the power removed by delensing, the B-
mode spectra (both nominal and delensed) in our main results
presented in Section 6 are fit to the expected foreground-free
theoretical spectrum scaled by a single amplitude Alens
following K15. As in K15, this fit is calculated from the two
auto-spectra and the cross-spectrum of different frequencies
(five bandpowers each, for a total of 15 data points) using
the variance of each bandpower from noisy simulations. The
amplitude of the nominal bandpowers is denoted Alens; the
amplitude of the residual delensed bandpowers is denoted Alens

res .
We define the “delensing efficiency” from this amplitude as

the percent of lensing power removed with the delensing
procedure:

a =
- ( )A A

A
. 10lens lens

res

lens

The efficiency will approach one for perfect delensing and zero
for no delensing.

Finally, it is useful to consider the difference between the
nominal and delensed bandpowers. This “spectrum difference”
is defined as

D º - ( )C C C 11ℓ
BB

ℓ
BB

ℓ
BB,del

and is the amount of power removed by delensing.

5. Simulations

This analysis and its interpretation depends critically on an
accurate and realistic suite of simulations. Simulated skies are
formed from lensed CMB and foreground emission compo-
nents. These skies are then passed through a “mock-observing”
pipeline to simulate the effects of SPTpol observations and data
processing. This gives us an accurate and realistic suite of
simulations.

In Section 7 we use simulations to quantify the significance
of our results and to test their robustness against possible
systematics in the data. These simulations are used in Section 8
to separate out different factors affecting delensing efficiency
and to understand where improvements in efficiency can be
expected in the future.

In this section, we first describe how the simulated CMB and
CIB skies are generated. We then discuss several different
simulated B-mode templates that will be used to understand the
delensing efficiency.

5.1. Pipeline

We generate realizations of un-lensed CMB anisotropies
(T, Q, U) and the lensing potential from the fiducial
cosmological model. Our fiducial cosmology is the ΛCDM
model that best fits the 2015 PLIKHM_TT_LOWTEB_LENSING
data set (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016c). The CMB skies are
then lensed using realizations of the lensing potential using
LENSPIX (Lewis 2005). At this step, the lensed CMB skies and
lensing potential maps are projected directly into the format of
the 100d SPTpol map. The resulting “truth” maps are referred
to as Etrue, Btrue, and ftrue.
We next add a Gaussian realization of our foreground model

to each simulated CMB sky. The components of this model are
taken from measured values where known, and upper limits
otherwise. In the temperature skies we add several components:
the thermal Sunyaev–Zel’dovich (tSZ), the clustered and
unclustered components of the CIB (dusty sources), and radio
point sources (active galactic nuclei; AGNs). The tSZ
component is modeled by a tSZ power spectrum template
taken from Shaw et al. (2010) rescaled by AtSZ. We use

m=A 4 KtSZ
2 for 150 GHz and m=A 12 KtSZ

2 for 95 GHz
(George et al. 2015). The other three sources are modeled by
power-laws in angular multipole ℓ space with the form:

= ⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠D A

ℓ

3000
,ℓ

i i
p

,source source

where Î { }i 150 GHz, 95 GHz and =
p
+( )

( )
D Cℓ

ℓ ℓ
ℓ

1

2
. For the

clustered CIB term, we use p=0.8 and m=A 0.56 KCIB
95 GHz 2

and m=A 3.46 KCIB
150 GHz 2 (George et al. 2015). We neglect the

correlation between these CIB components at 150 and 95 GHz
and the simulated CIB map at 500 μm. Power from unclustered
point sources is by definition flat in Cℓ, so p=2 for
unclustered sources. With the adopted threshold for point
source masking of 50mJy at 150 GHz, the residual dusty
sources power spectrum amplitudes are m=A 9 Kdusty

150 GHz 2 and

m=A 1.5 Kdusty
95 GHz 2 (George et al. 2015), and the residual

radio source amplitudes are m=A 10 Kradio
150 GHz 2 and =Aradio

95 GHz

m50 K2 (Mocanu et al. 2013; George et al. 2015). We need the
foreground component in the temperature maps to properly
account for T/E → B leakage that is removed through the
convolutional cleaning step of the power spectrum analysis of
the B-mode map (Section 4.4).
We model the polarized foregrounds in this work with two

components: Galactic and Extragalactic. Following the argu-
ments from K15, we model the contribution from polarized
galactic dust as

=
-

⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠D A

ℓ

80ℓ
X i X i
,dust

,
dust

,
0.42

for Î { }X E B, and Î { }i 95, 150 GHz. As in K15, we use the
values m=A 0.0118 KB

dust
,150 GHz 2 and m=A 0.00169 KB

dust
,95 GHz 2,

and the value for the EE dust spectra is twice that of the BB spectra
in both frequencies (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016a). We model
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the extragalactic polarized sources by assigning polarization
fractions to unclustered sources: We set the polarization fraction
to 2% for dusty sources (based on Seiffert et al. 2007) and 3.7% for
radio sources (based on an investigation of the polarization
properties of bright AGNs in the SPTpol 500d survey field).

The process above produces a set of simulated CMB+
foreground sky signal maps. In order to simulate the effects of
the SPTpol instrument and data processing, these simulated
skies are passed through a mock observation and data
processing pipeline. First, the sky maps are convolved with
the azimuthally symmetric beam function from K15. Next,
SPTpol pointing information from each observation is used to
create bolometer time-ordered data for each beam-convolved
simulation map. These data are then processed into simulated
maps on a flat-sky projection using the data pipeline as
described in Section 4.1.

As a final step, noise realizations are added to the
simulations. These are estimated directly from the data as
described in K15. We make noise realizations for each
simulated map-bundle of a simulated sky by splitting the input
data maps from that bundle into two random halves, coadding
each half, then subtracting these coadds. These are noise
realizations for each map-bundle in the B-mode map pipeline.
For the B-template map pipeline, we coadd the noise
realizations of the map-bundles for each simulated sky and
add the coadded noise realizations to the simulated Q/U maps.

The CIB skies are generated in the same way as in H13. For
each CMB lensing potential realization f ( ˆ)n i, we generate a
Gaussian map that has the correlation with CMB lensing
corresponding to f-Cℓ

CIB described in Section 3.2. We then add
Gaussian noise, uncorrelated with the CMB lensing field, such
that the total power for the CIB is equal to -Cℓ

CIB CIB.
For this work we generated 100 CIB skies and lensed CMB

simulations. We also used 100 foreground-free unlensed
simulations to characterize the additive bias at the power
spectrum analysis step. These simulated maps were then passed
through both the B-mode map pipeline from Section 4.1 and
the B-template map pipeline from Section 4.2, allowing us to
calculate B-mode bandpowers with and without delensing.

5.2. Simulated B-mode Templates

In order to study the factors that affect delensing efficiency,
we create 100 realizations of several different B-mode
templates. We use these different templates to study the
delensing efficiency in Section 8. In creating B-mode
templates, we can choose whether or not to add a number of
non-idealities to the E or f maps.

For E maps, variants on three types of simulations are used:

1. “Truth” maps(Etrue): formed from directly projected Q,
U simulated maps with no foregrounds, instrumental or
processing effects.

2. Filtered, noise-free maps(Ēnf): mock-observed, CMB +
foreground skies including instrumental and processing
effects, but no instrumental noise; Ē maps are derived
from the resulting Q and U maps using the filtering
process described in Sections 4.1 and 4.3.

3. Realistic maps(Ē): the most realistic simulations, these
include all of the steps of the previous section with the
addition of instrument noise and the filtering process of
Section 4.3.

These E maps can then be further masked in 2D harmonic
space (e.g., to remove low-ℓx modes).
For f maps, variants on two types of simulations are used:

1. “Truth” maps(ftrue): directly projected CMB lensing
potential simulations.

2. CIB estimate(fCIB): simulations of the lensing potential
estimated from the CIB, constructed as described in
Section 5.1

B-mode templates are then constructed from combinations of
E and f maps from the preceding lists. For illustration
purposes, we show maps from the following five templates in
Figure 3 and their power spectra in Figure 4:

1. “Truth” B modes (B̂true): formed from directly projected
Q, U simulated maps.

2. Ideal estimator template ( fB̂E ,true true
): template estimated

from ideal E and f maps.
3. Filtered E template ( fˆ ¯BE, true

): template from noisy, filtered
E and ideal f.

4. CIB–f template ( fB̂E ,true CIB
): template from ideal E and

CIB estimate of f.
5. Realistic template ( fˆ ¯BE, CIB

): template from realistic E and
CIB estimate of f. This template is expected to
realistically describe the template constructed from data.

First, in Figure 3 it is visually apparent that the reconstructed
templates are recovering much of the structure of B̂true. Second, the
B-mode templates are effectively Wiener-filtered; noisier templates
consequently have less power. This is seen clearly in the bottom
two template maps shown in Figure 3 and the respective average
auto-spectra shown in Figure 4. Without this filter, extra noise
power would be present in the B-mode templates and would
cause their auto-spectra to far exceed that of the lensing B-mode
spectrum.
We test the efficacy of our filter on simulations by comparing

the auto-spectrum of each B-mode template with the cross-
spectrum of the B-mode template with B̂true. In all cases, the
mean in ℓ of these auto-spectra is 3% larger than the mean of
these cross-spectra. This means that there is very little “noise” in
the templates—almost all of the power in the B-mode templates
is correlated with B̂true. Thus noise in the B-mode templates adds
a negligible amount of noise bias to the delensed spectra
compared to our statistical error bars. The delensing efficiency of
these templates is discussed further in Section 8.

6. Results

This section presents the main results of the paper, starting
with the expected delensing efficiency from simulations and
ending with the delensed SPTpol B-mode power spectrum.

6.1. Expectation from Simulations

Before looking at the data, we calculate the expected level
of delensing using the simulations described in Section 5. The
“realistic template” fˆ ¯BE, CIB

is used to delens the corresponding
noisy simulated B maps. The mean delensed spectrum from
100 simulations is shown in Figure 5 as the orange dashed
line. This is the expectation value of the delensed power
spectrum.
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Using these simulations, we fit the mean bandpowers from
the 100 simulations to an Alens-scaled BB spectrum for both the
nominal and the delensed case. The Alens-scaled BB spectrum
used here does not include foregrounds even though they
are present both in the simulations and the data. We test
the foreground modeling in Section 6.2.1. We find that
delensing is expected to reduce the best-fit amplitude from

= A 1.09 0.29lens to = A 0.87 0.28lens
res . The expected

delensing efficiency, calculated as the value of α averaged
over these simulations, is

aá ñ =  ( )0.23 0.10. 12sims

In the limit of the B-mode measurement having zero noise, the
fractional reduction in lensing B-mode power through delensing
corresponds to the fractional reduction in lensing B-mode sample
variance. In this work, since the variance of the B-mode
measurement is dominated by the instrument noise, we do not
expect a significant reduction in the variance of the delensed B-
mode bandpowers. This can be seen already from the marginally
reduced uncertainty of Alens

res compared to Alens in the simulations.

6.2. Data

The SPTpol B-mode maps described in Section 4.2 are
delensed using the B-mode template described in Section 4.3.
The nominal and delensed B-mode bandpowers are shown in
Figure 5. It is clear by eye that the delensing process removes
some of the B-mode power; that is, delensing is at least
partially successful.
To highlight the power removed by delensing, the spectrum

difference for the data, as defined in Equation (11), is shown in
Figure 6 for the spectrally combined bandpowers as well as the
individual frequency band auto- and cross-spectra. The error
bars in this plot show the variance of the spectrum difference
for the realistic simulations and the dashed line corresponds to
the mean spectrum difference from simulations. Note that the
spectrum difference from the data is consistent with the
expectation from simulations.
To quantify the power removed by the delensing process,

following the same approach used for sims in Section 6.1, the
nominal bandpowers are fit to a lensed B-mode spectrum

Figure 3. Simulated B-mode templates for visualizing delensing efficiency in map space. This figure shows how increasing levels of noise in our simulations degrade
our ability to recover lensing B modes. The different cases are labeled in the top-left corner and described in Section 5.2. These are real space maps, even though our
analysis is performed in Fourier space. Top: true B-mode map (left), the template constructed from true E and true f (center), and the template constructed from filtered
E and true f (right). Bottom: B-mode templates built from noisy f estimated from CIB, fCIB, in combination with true E (left) and filtered E (right). The bottom-right

“realistic template” ( f
ˆ ¯BE,

150

CIB
) should accurately simulate the actual B-mode template estimated from data.
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yielding an amplitude of

=  ( )A 1.06 0.29. 13lens

After delensing, the bandpowers are re-fit to the lensed B-mode
spectrum; the best-fit amplitude of the residuals is

=  ( )A 0.76 0.28. 14lens
res

This is consistent with the value obtained in simulations of
Alens

res =0.87±0.28. The lensing efficiency of the data defined
in Equation (10) is thus a = 0.28, consistent with expectations.

We quantify the significance of our delensing process with
the spectrum difference DCℓ

BB defined in Equation (11) and
shown in Figure 6. We use an amplitude DA Cℓ

BB
that scales a

modelDCℓ
BB spectrum, which we take to be the mean spectrum

difference of our realistic noisy simulations. The amplitude is
normalized such that the expectation from simulations is

=DA 1.Cℓ
BB

The model spectra are shown as dashed lines in
Figure 6. We fit for the amplitude which minimizes the c2 of
the data DCℓ

BB relative to this model spectrum. Using 15
bandpowers (five bins each for the three DCℓ

BB spectra:
95×95, 95×150, 150×150) and a diagonal covariance
matrix (as in K15, see therein for details) calculated from the
variance of our realistic simulations, we find a best-fit
amplitude of

= D ( )A 1.18 0.17. 15Cℓ
BB

Thus the measured DCℓ
BB spectrum is consistent with the

expectation from simulations within s~1 , and no delensing is
ruled out at 6.9σ.
In order for delensing to improve constraints on PGW

B-modes, the delensing process must reduce the variance of the
B-mode measurement. Without delensing, one can simply fit a
measuredCℓ

BB spectrum to a model with primordial and lensing
components; however, this process retains the full lensing
sample variance. In contrast, by removing the lensing signal
specific to the relevant patch of sky, the delensing process
should remove some of the sample variance in the lensing
component, thus reducing the variance of the residual band-
powers. In this analysis, the overall power is reduced; however,
as is shown from our simulations, the variance of the residual
spectrum is minimally reduced at the level of 1%–3%. This is
because the variance is still dominated by noise in the B-mode
maps, which is not reduced by delensing. As mentioned, in the
limit of zero map noise, the fractional reduction in the lensing
B-mode power corresponds to the fractional reduction in the
lensing B-mode variance. Therefore, as we look forward to
future experiments with lower-noise maps, delensing will
increase the reduction in variance of the lensing B modes
compared to this analysis.

6.2.1. Robustness against Foreground Modeling

In this section, we test the robustness of the delensing result
against our foreground modeling assumptions. Foregrounds
could enter this analysis in two places: in the E-mode maps that
are used to form the B-mode templates, and in the B-mode
maps that are used to calculate bandpowers. The only way
foregrounds could contribute to the observed delensing result is
if foreground components in the E-mode maps couple to the
lensing estimator in a way that produces modes in the lensing
B-mode template which correlate with the measured B-mode
maps (either the lensing or foreground component). Otherwise,
foregrounds in the E-mode maps will merely add noise to the
B-mode template, while foregrounds in the B-mode maps will
be unaffected by the delensing operation and thus be removed
when the nominal and delensed bandpowers are differenced. In
the current analysis, we expect the foreground contamination of
the delensing result through the above mechanism to be
vanishingly small relative to the noise levels. Indeed, the
foreground power in our E-mode and B-mode maps is already
small (see C15 and K15) and the non-Gaussian contributions at
the angular scales of interest should be even smaller.
We test the above expectation by fitting the data to models

including foreground components. We use the foreground
model from K15, which includes four nuisance parameters for
foreground emission from polarized point-sources and dust; see
K15 for details. The final model has six parameters: Alens, r,
and four foreground parameters. We then fit the nominal and
delensed bandpowers with this model using the Markov Chain
Monte Carlo method provided by the CosmoMC38 software
package (Lewis & Bridle 2002). To study the impact of dust,
we run two separate chains with different priors on the dust
amplitude Adust: the nominal prior is a Gaussian centered on 1.0
with s = 0.3, and the second prior is flat between 0.7 and 1.3,
where =A 1dust is the normalized dust amplitude for the three
auto- and cross-spectral bands in this analysis. The resulting
delensing efficiency for the six-parameter fits with Gaussian

Figure 4. Distribution of (filtered) B-mode template auto-spectra from
simulations are shown for the five B-mode templates described in
Section 5.2; the points and shaded regions show the mean and variance,
respectively. The theoretical lensing B spectrum (no foregrounds) is shown as
the solid black line. These templates are effectively Wiener-filtered; noisier
templates consequently have less power. The B̂true auto-spectrum recovers the
input lensing spectrum, as expected, while the realistic template fˆ ¯BE, CIB
recovers roughly 20% of the input spectrum. This filtering works as designed
and we find that the auto-spectrum of each template corresponds well with the
final delensing efficiency. From this figure one can already see that the primary
factor limiting the delensing efficiency of this analysis is decorrelation in the
estimate of f; see Section 8 for details.

38 http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/
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and flat prior models are 31% and 28%, respectively; these are
consistent with the efficiency of 28% reported above. The dust
amplitude constraint is entirely dominated by the prior and does
not change pre- and post-delensing in either case. The
delensing efficiencies are consistent regardless of how the
foregrounds are modeled in the fit; therefore, we conclude that
the measured delensing efficiency is unaffected by foregrounds
in this analysis.

7. Systematics, Data Consistency, and Significance Tests

In this section, we describe several tests we performed to
ensure the delensing results are both robust against systematic
errors in the data and also statistically significant. For each test,
we change one aspect of the B-mode template construction
pipeline and recompute the delensed spectrum (Csys null

del ). We
then calculate the difference between this spectrum and the
spectrum from a reference delensing analysis, defined as the
following:

D = - ( )C C C , 16b b b,sys null
del

,sys null
del

,ref

where the reference spectrumCb,ref is defined differently for the
systematics tests or null tests and is specified below. These
spectra are calculated for the data (DCb,sys,data

del ) as well as for

each simulation (DCb i,sys,
del ).

7.1. Systematics Tests

Systematics tests check the robustness of the delensing result
to analysis choices in constructing the B-mode template. For
each systematics test, we change one analysis choice in the

B-mode template construction, and recompute the delensed
spectrum (Csys

del).
The following systematics tests are performed:

1. E map ℓx cut: in our baseline analysis we cut all modes with
<∣ ∣ℓ 200x from the E-mode maps used to construct the

B-mode template. In this test, we adjust that cut from the
reference value <∣ ∣ℓ 200x to <∣ ∣ℓ 150x and <∣ ∣ℓ 250x .

2. E map ℓmax cut: we change the maximum value of
ℓmodes in the E-mode CMB maps used to reconstruct the
B-template from the nominal value of =ℓ 3000max to

=ℓ 2500max and =ℓ 3500max .
3. Point source masking: in the baseline analysis, we mask all

the sources with flux >S 50150 mJy. We repeat the same
analysis without masking any source (“No Src Mask”) and
by masking more aggressively every source with flux

>S 6.4150 mJy (“Extra Src Masking”) in the E-mode maps
that are used to construct the B-mode template.

4. CIB–f correlation: we simulate CIB realizations as in
Section 5.1 using the nominal f-Cℓ

CIB correlation but
analyze them assuming a rescaled correlation f-·A Cℓ

CIB .
The result for Csys

del shows how much using an incorrect
Wiener filter for the CIB map changes the delensed
spectrum. With the Cb,ref fixed to the nominal f-Cℓ

CIB , we
compute the c2 of the spectrum differenceDCb,sys

del between
simulations and data for = [ ]A 0.9, 1.1 . This corresponds
to a 10% uncertainties in the amplitude of f-Cℓ

CIB

following the results of Planck Collaboration et al. (2014b).

For these tests, we use the nominal delensed bandpowers for
either data (Cb,data

del ) or simulations (Cb i,
del) as the reference

spectrumCb,ref in Equation (16). If a systematic were present in

Figure 5. Spectrally combined B-mode bandpowers before and after delensing. The error bars represent the variance of realistic, noisy simulations. To guide the eye,
the solid line shows the theory spectrum (lensed B modes) and the orange dashed line denotes the expectation value of the delensed spectrum from 100 simulations. In
order to match the data multipole range used in this work, we only plot the simulation results for multipoles >ℓ 300. We find that delensing reduces the amplitude of
the B-mode spectrum by 28%.
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the data, such an analysis change would cause a larger
spectrum difference than expected from the simulations.

The results of these tests are presented in two figures:
Figure 7 shows the systematic delensed spectra Csys,data

del , and
Figure 8 shows the spectrum difference for each test normal-
ized by the statistical uncertainty. We find that the systematic
delensed spectra change negligibly (less than 5% of the
statistical uncertainty, see Figure 8) compared to the baseline

analysis for all the systematics tests performed. Furthermore, as
seen in Figure 8, these changes are compatible with the changes
we observe in the simulations.
Spurious correlations between the B-mode data and the lensing

B-mode template could in principle bias the delensing result
presented here. Possible sources of such correlations are galactic
foregrounds or E-to-B leakage. However we expect any such bias
to be negligible in this noise-dominated analysis (see the additional
discussion in Section 4B of Sherwin & Schmittfull 2015). Indeed
such a bias would be present if a contaminating component in the
E map propagated through the lensing estimator into the B
template in a way that correlated with the measured B map. Any
contamination from E-to-B leakage and foregrounds through this
mechanism should be very small. Additionally, in this analysis we
are protected from possible spurious correlations between the
lensing potential and the CMB maps because f is estimated from
the CIB as opposed to the CMB itself. While negligible now,
biases of this nature could become important in the future.
Therefore, we conclude that our measured delensing result is

not contaminated by these systematics.

7.2. Null/Consistency Tests

Null/consistency tests check the significance of our result by
delensing using a null template in place of the nominal B-mode
template. The null templates will still have power; however,
this power is expected to be uncorrelated with the B modes
on the sky (or in the simulations); thus delensing with the null
template will add power on average to the BB bandpowers. We
perform two null tests: E noise and uncorrelated f.
To understand these tests, we pose the following null

hypothesis: “The change in bandpowers after delensing arises
from a statistical fluctuation of the E-mode noise or the CIB
map,” and ask how likely it is that the delensed bandpowers we
see in our main result are due to such statistical fluctuations.

Figure 6.Main result: the difference between nominal and delensed bandpowersDCℓ
BB defined in Equation (11). The error bars show the variance of this difference in

the simulations. The dashed lines show the (smoothed) average of differenced bandpowers in the simulations. The three differenced auto- and cross-spectra are shown
on the left; the minimum variance combined differenced bandpowers are shown on the right. To guide the eye, we also add a theoretical line that corresponds to 20%
of the lensing power. We use the variance to quantify the significance of the reduction of lensing B power through the delensing process and find that the no-delensing
hypothesis is ruled out at 6.9σ.

Figure 7. Systematic tests: the delensed data spectrum Cb,sys,data
del for each of the

changes to the B-mode template described in Section 7.1. The error bars are
from the variance of the delensed spectrum from simulations Cb,sys,i

del . “Ref”
denote the reference delensed bandpowers using the fiducial B-mode template
we utilized for the main result. In all cases the delensed spectrum changes by
less than 5% of the statistical uncertainty; the delensed spectrum is very
insensitive to these analysis choices.
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We form null templates for each test as follows:

1. E noise: in the baseline analysis on data, replace the E
map with 100 noise realizations.

2. Uncorrelatedf: in the baseline analysis on data, replace
the f̂CIB with 100 simulations.

The null-delensed spectra Cb,null,data
del are shown in Figure 9.

The “E noise” B-mode template has little power, and hence
has little effect on the BB bandpowers. This is because the

SPTpol E maps are signal-dominated, thus the pure-noise E
maps simply have much less power; additionally, the filtering
described in Section 4.3 heavily suppresses noisy modes. The
“Uncorrelated f” B-mode template has power at a level similar
to the default B-mode template; however, the modes are
uncorrelated with the B modes on the sky. Thus delensing with
this template adds significant power to the BB bandpowers.
To quantify this statement, we calculate how consistent

delensed data bandpowers are with the null distribution using a
c2 test as

åc
s

=
- - áD ñ[( ) ]

( )
C C C

. 17
b

b b
BB

b i

b
null
2 ,data

del
,data ,null,

del 2

,null
2

Here áD ñCb i,null,
del is the expectation value of the spectrum

difference between the null-template delensed bandpowers and
Cb

BB
,data, and sb,null

2 is the variance of the null distribution

DCb i,null,
del . We find large values of cnull

2 (see Table 1) showing
that the delensing result is inconsistent with the null hypothesis.

Figure 8. Systematic tests: the spectrum difference DCb,sys,data
del for each of the

changes to the B-mode template described in Section 7.1, divided by the s1
statistical uncertainty of the baseline delensed data spectrum (Cb,data

del ). The error
bars are calculated from the variance in simulations of each consistency test,
i.e., the variance of (DCb i,sys,

del ). We find the spectrum difference to be
compatible with the changes observed in simulations, and small (less than 5%)
compared to the statistical uncertainty.

Figure 9. Null tests: nominal (green) and delensed (red) bandpowers as well as
the “E noise” (purple) and “Uncorrelated f” (orange) bandpowers. The “E
noise” bandpowers almost completely overlap with the nominal bandpowers
and are slightly shifted. For these tests, the data points show the average null-
delensed bandpowers and the errorbars show sb,null as defined in Section 7.2.
Note that when uncorrelated templates are used, the delensing process just adds
noise thus increasing the measured power. The null tests are quantified in
Table 1.

Table 1
Null Tests and Their Significances

Null Test c2

E: noise only 932.9
Uncorrelated f 174.7

Note. Null tests:for the two null tests described Section 7.2, we list the c2 for
15 degrees of freedom calculated from comparing the nominal spectrum
difference relative to the distribution of null-delensed spectrum difference, as
defined in Equation (17). We find that the nominal spectrum difference is very
inconsistent with the distribution of null-delensed spectrum difference; this
rules out the null hypothesis that the observed delensed bandpowers result from
a statistical noise fluctuation in either E or f.
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8. Understanding Delensing Efficiency

In this section, we use analytic tools and our simulations to
study how different factors affect delensing efficiency.
Additionally, future experiment planning requires tools that
accurately predict the level of delensing residuals given
experimental configurations and survey strategy. Analytic tools
that have been developed so far usually assume ideal
experimental inputs, for example, isotropic noise and complete,
uniform sky coverage. In this section, we first show that
standard analytic tools are lacking in accounting for realistic
non-idealities in experimental inputs. Then, with the suite of
simulations we built for this work, we show how various
aspects of experimental non-idealities affect future experi-
ments’ delensing efficiencies. Because the goal of this section
is to understand the factors that affect delensing efficiency and
to develop intuition on aspects in forecasting tools that need to
be modeled with better care, a complete forecast of future
experiments’ delensing efficiency given realistic experiment
constraints is left for follow-up work.

We have two tools at our disposal for this investigation:
analytic calculations and simulations. The analytic calculations
here use the idealized expression for delensed residuals, written
as the full-sky equivalent of Equation (8). In the simulations,
we have the ability to separate out different factors such as
noise, decorrelation in f, and modes that have been suppressed
or removed. Noise in the B maps merely adds variance to these
tests, so we eliminate noise variance in the B-mode power
spectrum by calculating Cℓ

BB from noiseless simulated B maps.
These noiseless B-mode maps are then delensed using B-mode
templates constructed from various combinations of E and f.
The delensing efficiency α for each case is quantified using
Equation (10). We obtain Alens from simulations by fitting the
mean of the nominal B-mode spectra to a two-component, one-
parameter model comprised of the input lensing B-mode
spectrum and the fixed input foreground spectrum, where Alens
scales the lensing component. We obtain Alens

res analogously. The
foreground spectrum is computed using parameters described
in Section 5.

This fitting procedure differs from the method in Section 6
by including a fixed foreground component. Ideally, we would
have simply used simulations without foregrounds; however,
that would be computationally expensive since the foregrounds
are added before creating mock time-ordered data for each
simulation (see Section 5). Instead, because the foreground
contributions to these simulations are known exactly we choose
to account for their contribution to the fit as described above. A
detailed investigation of the effects of foregrounds is outside
the scope of this work.

We emphasize that the results presented in this section are
self-consistent but cannot be directly compared to those from
Section 6 for three reasons: the spectra from Section 6 use five
bins whereas here we use much 20 bins, the data and
simulations from Section 6 contain noise, whereas here we
use noiseless B maps, and the foregrounds are treated
differently.

8.1. Connecting to Analytic Expectations

To show how the standard analytic forecast tools are lacking
in capturing experimental input non-idealities, we calculate the
delensing efficiency expected from the idealized analytic

expression for delensed residuals and compare it to that
achieved from our realistic simulations.
To derive the delensing efficiency from the analytic

expression, we model Nℓ
EE as a 9μK arcmin white noise

spectrum, include a 1′ beam, and choose rℓ as described in
Section 3.2 and shown in Figure 1. To approximate cuts made
in the data, we exclude E-modes <∣ ∣ℓ 200 and f modes

<∣ ∣L 150. This is less stringent than the E-mode cut in our data
and in our simulations, where we remove modes
with <∣ ∣ℓ 200x .
In order to to extract the delensing efficiency, we fit the

delensed theory curve to a scaled lensing theory spectrum,
similar to obtaining Alens

res from the delensed bandpowers in the
simulations. With the above inputs ( m

=
¢E ℓtrue, 200

9 K
min

, fCIB),
Equation (8) predicts a delensing efficiency of 27% (fourth
entry in the analytic α column in Table 2). When we include
almost all fCIB modes ( =L 20min ) and use a noiseless Etrue,
the delensing efficiency improves to 31.5% (first entry in the
analytic α column in Table 2). The difference between these
two analytic cases comes mostly from the L cut in f; when this
cut is restored, the efficiency drops back to 28.5%.
The expected delensing efficiency from the mean of 100

realistic simulations using fˆ ¯BE, CIB
is 19.7%,39 whereas if one

used the analytic expression to calculate the delensing
residuals, one would obtain a delensing efficiency of 27%.
To account for the differences between these two results, we
first start by comparing the delensing efficiencies of B-mode
templates formed from the ideal, no mode-loss Etrue in our
simulations to those from the analytic expressions. Then we
inject imperfections to Etrue to approximate it to Ē , and
calculate the delensing efficiency for each injected imperfec-
tion. The results are presented in Table 2.

Table 2
Delensing Efficiency: Comparing Simulations to Analytic Predictions

B-mode Template Inputs α: Simulations α: Analytic

Etrue, f =LCIB, 20min
N.A. 31.5%

Etrue, fCIB (ext. mask) 27.1% N.A.

Etrue, fCIB 26.6% 28.5%
m

=
¢E ℓtrue, 200

9 K
min

, fCIB 22.2% 27.0%
m

=
¢E ℓtrue, 200

9 K
xmin

, fCIB 20.7% N.A.
m

=
¢E ℓtrue, 200

12 K
xmin

, fCIB 18.7% N.A.

Ē , fCIB 19.7% N.A.

Note. This table decomposes the factors affecting the delensing efficiency of
the realistic (Ē , fCIB) simulations, and shows the analytic prediction from
Equation (8) where applicable. Starting from Etrue, we inject imperfections that
capture the features of Ē that account for the disconnect between the analytic
and simulated delensing efficiency. The table progresses from ideal at the top to
realistic at the bottom. Note that, unless otherwise stated, all of the fCIB cases
have Lmin cut of L=150; Etrue is noiseless and has no mode-loss; Ē is the
realistic simulation with instrument noise and effects of filtering. The
efficiencies are calculated by fitting the residual B power to a scaled lensing
B-mode power spectrum with fixed foreground spectrum. Effects from ℓx cuts
and from masking for future experiments are further discussed in Section 8.2.

39 This value is different from the value of aá ñ = 0.23 0.10sims obtained in
Section 6.1 due to the different binning, noiseless B maps, and treatment of
foregrounds in the fit. The value obtained here is consistent with the rest of this
section and hence useful for understanding delensing efficiency, but is not
directly comparable to the data.
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The ∼7% difference in efficiency between the analytic
expression and our simulations is accounted for and explained
as follows: (1) comparing delensing efficiencies from B-mode
templates made from ( m ¢Etrue

9 K , fCIB) with =ℓ 200xmin and with
=ℓ 200min cut, one can see that ∼1.5% of the 7% difference

comes from implementing a ℓ cut instead of a ℓx cut; (2)
comparing delensing efficiencies from B-mode templates made
from =E ℓtrue, 200min and fCIB, but with two levels of noise, 9 and
12μK arcmin, on the E-mode map, we see that ∼1% of the 7%
difference comes from non-white noise that is not well
approximated by a simple 9μK arcmin Nℓ; (3) comparing
between (Etrue, fCIB) with nominal mask and with extended
mask (ext. mask), one can see that the delensing efficiency is
degraded by 0.5% when one does not include E/f modes
outside of the B-mode survey boundary when forming the
B-mode template. The rest of the difference (∼4%) is from
higher-order lensing effects, “noise” from the B-mode template
(part of the B-mode template that is not correlated with lensing
B modes as discussed in Section 5.1), and effects beyond the
scope of this paper’s investigation. While these effects are not
dominant in the current noise regime, they will become
proportionately more significant in making forecasts for low-
noise regimes.

Thus while the differences between the analytic and
simulation-based efficiencies are understood, it is clear that a
naive application of the standard delensing forecasting over-
predicts the achieved delensing efficiency. This highlights the
need to use realistic simulations or better analytic tools that
incorporate realistic experimental non-idealities for forecasting
delensing efficiencies for experiment planning.

8.2. Understanding Efficiency from Simulations

In this section, we use the simulation suite we have built for
this work to study how the delensing efficiency depends on
various input factors. As outlined in Section 5.2, B-mode
templates can be made using various E-mode map inputs and f
map inputs. We classify the factors entering Equation (8) that
determine the delensing efficiency into three categories (and
sub-groups within each category) as follows:

1. Factors contributing to noise terms in the Wiener filter:
(a) Decorrelation in f̂
(b) Noise in Ē

2. Factors contributing to signal terms:
(a) Low L cut in f̂CIB

(b) Missing modes in Ē
3. Other factors that are not explicit in Equation (8):
(a) Masking/apodization
(b) Beyond f( ) lensing

Table 3 summarizes the delensing efficiencies for the cases
discussed in the following sections, while Figure 10 shows the
scale dependence of the fractional delensed BB residuals for a
few representative cases.

8.2.1. Efficiency Loss from Decorrelation in f̂

The fidelity of our estimate f̂ of the lensing potential is
quantified by the CIB–f correlation rℓ. This correlation is how
we parameterize the effective noise in f̂. Several sources
contribute to the decorrelation between CIB and f, including
the difference in redshift overlap between star-forming dusty
galaxies and f, foreground contamination, instrument noise,

and other factors. A correlation coefficient of r = 1ℓ corre-
sponds to the noise-free limit of f̂ and is studied by replacing
f̂CIB

with the input map ftrue for each simulation.

Table 3
Delensing Efficiency: Intuition for Future Improvements

B-mode Template Inputs α

Etrue, ftrue (extended apod) 98.5%

Etrue, ftrue 95.0%
=E ℓ

true
200xmin , ftrue 90.0%

Ēnf , ftrue 86.5%

Ē , ftrue 73.0%

Ē , f =L
true

150min 64.0%

Ē , fCIB,model 45.0%

Ē , f =L
CIB,model

150min 39.5%

fE ,true CIB 26.5%

fĒ ,nf CIB 24.0%

fĒ, CIB 20.0%

Note. Delensing efficiencies α (rounded to closest 0.5%) computed using our
simulations. These are used to understand to what extent various imperfections
in the input E and f maps will matter for future experiments. We order the case
starting with ideal (top) and add non-idealities as we proceed down the table.
While this one number does not fully capture the shape of the delensed power
as a function of multipole ℓ, these do capture the relative weights of each
imperfection. To address this, Figure 10 shows the fractional delensed residuals
as a function of ℓ.

Figure 10. Fraction of delensed BB residuals for a few representative cases in
the simulations. There is no delensing if the fraction is one, and perfect
delensing if the fraction is zero. The cases drawn with solid lines match the
colors of the B-mode template auto-spectra shown in Figure 4. The dashed line
variant of the same color represents a modification to the E-mode input to the
solid line case. Similarly, the dash–dot line variant represents a modification of
the f input. Holding fCIB fixed and improving the E-mode input does not
drastically reduce the delensed residuals (e.g., from solid red to solid blue); on
the other hand, when Ē is held fixed, using ftrue or fCIB,model to form the
B-mode template significantly reduces the delensed residuals (e.g., from solid
red to dash–dot red, and then to solid/dash–dot purple). In the noiseless E and
f cases (Etrue, ftrue), not excluding <ℓ 200x modes reduces the delensed
residuals by a factor of ∼2 (from dashed orange to solid orange).
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In the main analysis presented in Section 6, we find that in
this work the delensing efficiency is limited primarily by
decorrelation in the f tracer. To see this, instead of constructing
the simulated baseline B-mode template fˆ ¯BE, CIB

, we replace

either the E or f map with the ideal map to produce fB̂E ,true CIB

and fˆ ¯BE, true
. Replacing the baseline fˆ ¯BE, CIB

with either fB̂E ,true CIB

or fˆ ¯BE, true
improves the efficiency from 20% to 26.5% or 73%,

respectively. Clearly, the non-idealities in f̂ cause a much
larger suppression of our delensing efficiency.

It is useful to ask how much our achieved delensing
efficiency could be improved if we had a CIB map that was
more than 65% correlated with f. The CIB–f correlation in
Planck Collaboration et al. (2014b), for example, is shown to
be ∼80% and is approximately flat from degree to arcminute
angular scales. As a test case, we build a CIB–f correlation rℓ
that peaks at 85% at ~L 50 and follows the shape of the
correlation curves shown in Figure 13 of Planck Collaboration
et al. (2014b); the average of this rℓ across ℓ-multipoles is ∼0.8.
Using this rℓ with no cut in L, we generate simulated lensing
potential maps denoted fCIB,model and form B-mode templates
using this and our realistic Ē . Delensing with this B-mode
template, we obtain an average delensing efficiency of 45%.
Thus CIB maps that are more correlated with the CMB lensing
potential can potentially improve the achieved delensing
efficiency by more than a factor of two.

8.2.2. Efficiency Loss from Noise in E

At the current level of noise in f̂CIB
, the noise in the E maps

has little effect; indeed when Ē is replaced with the noise-free
version Ēnf (fixing f̂CIB

), the efficiency increases only from
20% to 24%. This small improvement comes mostly at high
ℓwhere E noise is dominant, as seen by comparing the solid red
line to the dashed red line in Figure 10.

As estimates of f improve, however, E-map noise will
become an important factor for delensing. To study this, we
construct two B-mode templates with the same perfect noiseless
ftrue but two different E realizations: (1) a realistic, noisy Ē and
(2) a filtered, noise-free Ēnf . The resulting improvements to the
delensing efficiency α are again scale-dependent; the efficiency
improves marginally on large scales (<5% at <ℓ 500), but
significantly at small scales (>25% at >ℓ 2000), as can be
seen by comparing the solid purple to the dashed purple line in
Figure 10. This is because SPTpol E maps are signal-
dominated at large scales up to <ℓ 1700 (see C15).

8.2.3. Efficiency Loss from Mode-exclusion in f̂

In the fiducial analysis, large-scale modes ( <L 150) are
excluded from f̂CIB

due to Galactic dust contamination. At the
current level decorrelation between the f tracer and ftrue,
removing these modes has little effect. However, in the lower-
noise limit for the lensing tracer of f these modes can matter.

We study the effect on delensing efficiency due to this mode-
cut for both the fCIB,model and the ftrue case, while fixing the
E-mode input to the realistic Ē . When we form a B-mode
template using fCIB,model as described in Section 8.2.1 with and
without <L 150 modes, the delensing efficiencies α are 39.5%
and 45% respectively. Similarly, for the hypothetical noiseless
tracer case (f ;true r = 1ℓ ), we compare the delensing efficiency
of the B-mode template formed using ftrue with and without

modes <L 150 (Ē). We find that when <L 150 modes are
included in ftrue, α increases from 64% to 73%.
We note, however, f<L 150 modes contribute less to the

lensing B-modes at the degree scale, where the predicted PGW
signal peaks, than to the range we are testing in this work (see
e.g., Figure 2 in Simard et al. 2015). Thus recovering f̂CIB

modes at <L 150 might be less critical for PGW searches.
Furthermore, with the advent of low-noise CMB experiments,
f reconstructed using CMB will soon become a higher signal-
to-noise tracer of ftrue than the CIB. In the case of CMB-
reconstructed f, the large angular scales in f (e.g., <L 150)
are sourced mainly from intermediate scales in the CMB. The
foreground contamination on these scales in the CMB is
expected to be lower than at very large or very small scales,
particularly in polarization. Therefore, we expect future CMB-
based f estimates not to require a low-L cut.

8.2.4. Efficiency Loss from Missing Modes in E

Modes in the E maps are suppressed or otherwise mis-
estimated as a result of timestream filtering, the instrumental
beam, masking, and other factors. As noted earlier, these modes
are removed primarily from the scan-synchronous direction
approximately aligned with ℓx. The effects of removing these
modes are included in our simulations by mock-observing and
filtering the “truth” simulated maps. We study the effect of
these missing modes by comparing the delensing efficiency
between the un-filtered Etrue and the filtered Ēnf .
At the current noise levels in f, these missing modes have

little effect; indeed replacing Ēnf with Etrue improves α by only
a few percent (see the ninth and tenth entries of Table 3). In the
low-noise limit of E and f when the delensing efficiency is
high, however, these missing modes can matter significantly.
First, we demonstrate that the effect of filtering (i.e., the
difference between Ēnf and Etrue) is well approximated by
simply removing modes in the E map. To do so we construct a
B-mode template from (Etrue, ftrue) but apply the ℓ-mask used
on the data, removing all E modes with <∣ ∣ℓ 200x and the
resulting delensing efficiency is within a few percent of that
from (Ēnf , ftrue). Given that, we can extract the effect of
missing modes in the E map on the delensing efficiency by
comparing the delensing efficiencies of B-mode templates
constructed from (Etrue, ftrue) and ( =E ℓ

true
200xmin , ftrue). We see

that, by including all the modes in the E map, we improve α
from 90% to 95%. Looking at this from the delensed residuals
perspective, one can see by comparing the solid and dashed
orange lines of Figure 10, when using Etrue in place of

=E ℓ
true

200xmin the delensed residuals are reduced by ∼5% at all
scales in this very low delensed residuals regime. Thus as
measurement noise decreases, it will become proportionately
more important to recover as many modes as possible.

8.2.5. Remaining Factors

Even if the B-template is formed by noiseless and un-filtered
fields Etrue and ftrue, reproducing the conditions of the analytic
expression, the delensing efficiencies of the two approaches
still differ by ∼5%. We investigate two possible causes for this
difference: the contribution of E-modes outside our apodization
mask to B-modes inside the mask and the impact of higher-
order lensing beyond f( ).

1. Apodization mask. As described in Section 4.2, the
E-mode and f maps that are used to form the B-mode
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template and the measured B-mode map are all apodized
with the same mask. Since the coherence scale of lensing
is ∼2° and the average deflection is ∼2 arcmin, the
B-mode map contains modes that are generated from E
modes that lie outside the apodization mask. In this test,
we extended the apodization mask used for Etrue and ftrue
to cover at least 1° beyond the nominal B-mode mask
edge. We then generate the B-mode template in the
extended region then mask that template with the nominal
mask before passing it to the delensing step. The
delensing efficiency obtained from using the extended
mask inputs is further improved to 98.5%, from 95%. For
this reason these masking effects cannot be ignored for
future measurements where the delensing residuals are
required to be <10% (e.g., Abazajian et al. 2016).

2. Beyond  f( ) lensing. The simulated lensing B-mode
maps are generated from lensing Q/U maps with
LENSPIX, which includes higher-order lensing terms
 f( )2 . However, the quadratic estimator used to
construct lensing B-mode templates with an unlensed
E-mode map only includes terms up to order  f( ). Part
of the remaining residual power is due to higher-order
 f( )2 effects in lensing that are not reconstructed in our
estimator. Challinor & Lewis (2005) compared the
difference in the BB power spectrum between a full-sky
perturbative calculations up to  ff( )Cℓ using a non-
perturbative approach and found a difference of 2% for
<ℓ 2500. This effect contributes partially to the

discrepancy between the delensing efficiency we obtain
through our simulations and those from the analytic
expression, where no lensing effects beyond  f( ) are
included.

Detailed studies are required in order to fully simulate
delensing with realistic experimental non-idealities to the
accuracy required by future experiments. For example, iterative
and maximum-likelihood methods for lensing B-mode recon-
struction may be needed to achieve the level of delensing
required for future CMB experiments.

In addition, the expected constraints on inflation from future
experiments will require CMB-internal delensing. While biases
are introduced by delensing with a CMB-reconstructed f, it has
been shown that they can be sufficiently modeled and removed
(Carron et al. 2017; Namikawa 2017). These and other details
are left to future work.

9. Conclusion

In this work, we have presented a demonstration of CMB B-
mode delensing. We delens B-mode maps from SPTpol
observations between 2012 and 2013 in the 95 and 150 GHz
bands. We do so by subtracting a lensing B-mode template
constructed from the SPTpol 150 GHz CMB E-mode maps and
the Herschel 500 μm map of the CIB as the lensing potential
tracer.

After subtracting our lensing B-mode template, the best-fit
amplitude of the Cℓ

BB power spectrum is reduced from
1.06 0.29 to 0.76 0.28, a 28% reduction in power. The

observed power reduction is found to be consistent with our
realistic simulations which, on average, remove 23% of the
lensing power through the delensing procedure. We quantify
the statistical significance of the reduction in power using the
power spectrum difference, DCℓ

BB. This level of removed

power corresponds to a s6.9 significance rejection of the no-
delensing hypothesis. Furthermore, we find that this reduction
in power is robust and not easily mimicked by instrumental
systematics either in the CMB or the CIB data used in this
work, and it is robust against foreground modeling choices.
Delensing will soon be essential for improving constraints on

inflation from B-mode polarization signals. Therefore we use
our simulations to study how different factors affect the
achieved delensing efficiency. We find that the delensing
efficiency of this analysis is limited primarily by noise in the
estimated lensing potential from the CIB. Fortunately, lensing
potential estimates are expected to improve significantly in the
near future; Stage-3 CMB experiments will produce signifi-
cantly lower-noise, multi-frequency CMB maps that will
improve internal CMB lensing reconstructions. We also find
that at the level of delensing needed for CMB-S4, modes
removed by timestream filtering can degrade delensing
efficiency at a level that must be accounted for in instrument
and survey-strategy planning. Finally, we show that a naive
application of the standard analytic delensing forecasting over-
predicts the achieved delensing efficiency, highlighting the
need for more realistic tools.
This demonstration of delensing the CMB B-mode spectrum

is a first step toward the main purpose of this technique, namely
improving constraints on PGWs. The 90 deg2 of SPTpol data
analyzed here would not place a meaningful constraint on the
tensor-to-scalar ratio r, with or without delensing, particularly
on the range of angular scales used in this work. In the very
near future, however, improved constraints on r will come from
delensing; in particular, work is ongoing to delens BICEP/
Keck data with data from SPTpol and SPT-3G (Benson et al.
2014)—possible because these experiments observe over-
lapping areas of sky. On a longer timescale, CMB-S4 will
produce significantly better CMB data, enabling and indeed
requiring further improvements to the delensing procedure.
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